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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a measurable complex-valued function on [0, co) which satisfies 
s OTi (1 + 4IPWI dx< ~0, 0 (1.1) 
and let 19 be a point on the Riemann sphere. (More restrictive conditions will 
be imposed on p in Section 2.) We wish to consider the boundary value problem 
determined by the differential operator 
1 = -(d/dx)2 + p(x) 
on [0, cc) and the boundary condition 
f’(0) - ef(0) = 0. (1.2) 
(If 0 = co, (1.2) is interpreted to mean that f(0) = 0.) More precisely, we 
wish to consider the unbounded closed operator L on L2(0, 03) defined by 
Lf = If on the domain 
{f E L2(0, CD): f’ exists and is absolutely continuous on [0, a] 
for every CI > 0, Zf E L2(0, co), and f satisfies (1.2)). 
We are interested here in the theory of the “eigenfunction expansion” associated 
to the operator L. 
If p and 0 are real, the operator L is self-adjoint, and a wealth of classical 
theory is available. The nonself-adjoint problem was first investigated system- 
atically by Naimark [8], and his results were later expanded and refined by 
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Ljance [4-61. An abbreviated account of this work can be found in Ljance [7]. 
The main point is the following. Under some additional hypotheses on p, 
which we shall make more precise in Section 2, the spectrum of L consists 
of the interval [0, 00) (the continuous spectrum) together with a finite set 
of eigenvalues in C\[O, co). One obtains a formal expansion formula for 
f E L2(0, 00) of the form 
(1.3) 
Here Q f is a certain finite sum over the eigenvalues of L, w(., /1) is a solution 
of 1~ = hw satisfying (1.2), wf (h) is the “L-Fourier coefficient” off at X, and LY. 
is a certain analytic function of X. (This will be made explicit in Section 2.) 
The term Qf causes no problems; the difficulty lies in the convergence 
of the integral in (1.3). Of course, even in the self-adjoint case the integral 
usually does not converge pointwise; rather, it converges as an improper integral 
in the L2 norm. If a(X) is nowhere zero, this situation persists in the nonself- 
adjoint case, and everything works out quite nicely. (A different approach 
to the problem in this case may be found in Dunford and Schwartz [2].) But 
(Y may well have zeros, and then the divergence problems are more serious. 
Ljance [5, 61 found a way of subtracting off the singularities, but the resulting 
integral still converges only in a norm weaker than the L2 norm. Ljance, 
however, was primarily concerned with inverting the transform f - wf. In 
this paper we take the basic problem to be the expansion off E L2(0, co) as an 
p-convergent (continuous) sum of eigenfunctions, and in this respect one 
can do better. 
Our method is to replace wf in (1.3) by a modified function wcf which is 
designed to make the integral in (1.3) converge absolutely and which has the 
property that as E + 0, wEf --f wf pointwise and 
(1.4) 
(Here and in the sequel we use the classical notation “1.i.m.” for “limit in the 
L2 norm.“) This situation is reminiscent of the problem of expanding a con- 
tinuous periodic function g as a uniformly convergent trigonometric series. 
Formally, g is the sum of its Fourier series, but one must usually resort to 
such things as CCsaro or Abel means to produce a convergent expansion. 
Similarly, our formula (1.4) may be considered as a “summability method” 
for the divergent expression (1.3). 
This technique also enables us to extend the Naimark-Ljance “Parseval 
formula” to arbitrary L2 functions and to construct a bounded functional 
calculus for the operator L. The latter problem was previously considered by 
Ljance [4, 61, but our results are sharper than his and our proofs are simpler. 
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A parenthetical remark: The reader who is accustomed to seeing Hermitian 
scalar products may wonder at the total absence of complex conjugates in 
our formulas. The explanation is as follows. Formally, the expansion of a 
vector w in terms of eigenvectors of a nonself-adjoint operator T should involve 
scalar products of a with the eigenvectors of the adjoint operator T*. However, 
in our case the adjoint of L is just the operator constructed in the same way 
as L with p and B replaced by p and 0 (cf. Naimark [S]), and its eigenfunctions 
are simply the complex conjugates of the eigenfunctions of L. The conjugations 
therefore cancel out. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we set the stage for our main theorems. Since most of the 
results discussed here are known, we shall be brief. 
To begin with, since p is small near co in the sense of (1. l), the solutions 
of Zf = s2f behave like linear combinations of efisx for large X. The precise 
form of this fact which we shall use is the following theorem of Agranovich 
and Marchenko [I, p. 201 (see also [7]). Let 
u(x) = 
I zm I ~(41 4 44 = j-” t I p(t)l dt; 5 
then U(X) and T(X) decrease monotonically to zero as x -+ co, and 
s 
am u(x) dx = ~(a) - a+), 
so that u E L1(O, co). 
PROPOSITION 1. There is a kernel k(x, t), defined for 0 < x < t < ~0, 
with the following properties: 
(a) k is absolutely continuous in each variable. 
(b) I k(x, t)l < &+b((x + t)/2) and I(ak/ax)(x, t)l < $ I P((x + t)/2)l f 
$eT(%((x + t)/2) u(x). 
(c) For each s with Im s > 0, the function y(*, s) on [0, CO) defined by 
y(x, s) = etzs + Irn k(x, t) eit* dt 
2: 
(2-l) 
satisfies Zy( ., s) = s2y( ., s). 
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Because of (b), the integral in (2.1) converges absolutely, and it follows 
easily that 
y(x, s) = eirs(l + o(l)), ‘2 (x, s) = eixS(is + o(1)) as x -+ 00 (2.2) 
uniformly in s (Im s > 0), and 
Y(X, S) = Ps(l + o(l)), g (x, s) = @(is + O(1)) as 1 s 1 -+ CO (2.3) 
uniformly in x (X > 0). We note that if Im s = 0, s # 0, the functions y(., s) 
and Y(*, -s) form a basis for the solutions of If = s2f. By (2.2), for Im s = 0 
the Wronskian 
Iv@, s) = y(x, s) g (x, -s) - g (XT 4 Y@l -4 
equals -2is(l + o(1)) as x + 00. However, since I has no first-order term, 
W(x, s) is independent of x, and hence 
W(x, s) = W(s) = -2k (2.4) 
For Ims 20 we set 
A(s) = 2 (0, s) - By(0, s) c* + a) 
= Y(O, 4 (f3 = co). 
The function A will play a central role in what follows. By (2.3), we have 
A(s) = is + O(1) (0 z m> 
= 1 + o(1) (e = co). 
WJ) 
For the remainder of this paper we shall assume that the function p satisfies 
at least one of the following two hypotheses, in addition to (1.1): 
(1) For some E > 0, 
s 
m 
ers 1 p(x)1 dx < co. 
0 
(2) For some r. > 0, v. > 0, C > 0, and cz > 3, P(X) extends analytically 
to the region 
Sz, = {x = reiO: r > yo, 1 v 1 < fpo> 
210 
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I ml < c I x l--O: for NEQO. 
Hypothesis (1) immediately implies that the kernel k(x, t) ot Proposition 1 
is O(e-f(Z+t)/* ), From this it follows that formula (2.1) gives an analytic con- 
tinuation of y(x, s), and hence also of A(s), to the region Im s > -e/2 and that 
$J (x, s) = (ix)i eise[l + o(l)] as .I2 - a3 (2.6) 
for Im s > --c/2 and j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . On the other hand, Ljance [5, 61 showed 
that hypothesis (2) implies the following things. First, y(x, s) and A(s) extend 
analytically to the region 
Q = {S = r@: r 10, -TO <v <~+Po) 
and y(x, s) satisfies (2.6) for s E Q, j = 0, 1,2 ,... . Second, the derivative 
A’(O) = ,&inl, [A(s) - A(O)]/s 
exists. It is these consequences of the hypotheses which we shall actually use. 
By (2.5), A(s) is nonvanishing for large ( s 1, Im s > 0. Hence, under hypoth- 
esis (l), A(s) has only finitely many zeros in the set Im s > 0, all of which 
are of finite order. The same is true under hypothesis (2). Indeed, the only 
possible accumulation point of the zeros of A(s) in Im s > 0 is s = 0. However, 
a simple calculation shows that the equations A(0) = A’(O) = 0 would imply 
wl(0) = 0, which is false by (2.4). We denote by sr ,..., s, the zeros of A(s) 
in the set Im s > 0, by 2, ,..., tN the zeros of A(s) in the set Ims = 0, s # 0, 
and by 01~ ,..., LX,,,,  /3r ,..., pN their respective orders. We remark that since 
y(., s) and y( ., -s) are linearly independent for s # 0, the numbers t, ,..., t, , 
-t, ,..., -t, are all distinct. (Note that we have omitted the point s = 0. 
As we shall see, as far as the spectral resolution of L is concerned, it is im- 
material whether or not A(0) = 0.) 
Observe that y(., s) lies in L*(O, co) if and only if Im s > 0, and satisfies 
the boundary condition (1.2) if and only if A(s) = 0. Also, it is not hard to 
see (cf. [7, 81) that no solution of Zy = s*y which is independent of y(‘, s) 
(Im s > 0) lies in L*(O, 00). Consequently, the eigenvalues of the operator L 
are precisely the numbers h, = sr*,..., &, = sM2. On the other hand, it is 
known [7, 81 that the continuous spectrum of L is the interval [0, 00). The 
numbers ,LQ = tl*,..., pN = tlv2, which are distinct elements of the continuous 
spectrum, are called the spectral singularities of L. 
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For A E C, let w(., A) denote the solution of Zf = Af satisfying 
w(0, A) = 1, g (0, A) = 0 
: (0 f co>, 
w(0, A) = 0, g (0, A) = 1 
: 
(0 = 03). 
By (2.4), for Im s = 0, s # 0, we have 
w(x 
, 
&J) = 4-S) Y(? 4 - 44Y(K -4 
-2is 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
whileforX=X,=s,,*(l <m<M), 
If the order 01, of s, is greater than 1, we must also consider the principal 
functions 
,(j)(x, A m ) = fk (X h ah, ’ nh 
> (0 <j < am - 1). 
These are no longer eigenfunctions of L for j 3 1, but rather satisfy 
zwyx, A,) = Xmw(qX, A,) + jw+1) (x9 LA 
w(j)(O, x,) = (aw(j)/ax)(o, A,) = 0. 
The first equation is easily verified by expanding w(., A) in its Taylor series 
about h m , while the second is obvious from (2.7). Moreover, w(j)(., A,) E L2(0, co) 
forO<j<or,- 1. (The reason for this is that for Im s > 0, w(x, 3) can 
be expressed in a form analogous to (2.8), 
,@ , fL> = 44 Yb 4 - 4) 3% 4 -2is 3 
where j(-, s) is a suitably chosen solution of Zf = s2f depending analytically 
on s. Differentiating with respect to X = s2, we see that for j < 01, - 1, 
w(~)(x, A,) is a linear combination of y(~, s,) and its s-derivatives, all of which 
are exponentially decreasing as x + CO by (2.6). See [7, 81.) 
We now introduce additional terminology. 
(i) By a function on the spectrum of L we shall mean a measurable complex- 
valued function G on [0, co) together with a mapping which assigns to each 
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point A, (1 < m < M) an a,-tuple of complex numbers G@)(A,),..., G(%-I)(/\,). 
We shall consider two functions G, H on the spectrum of L to be equal if 
G(h) = H(X) for a.e. X E [0, 00) and GoI = H(j)(&) for 0 < j < CZ, - 1, 
1 < m < M. The set of all functions on the spectrum of L forms a com- 
mutative algebra, with the vector operations defined pointwise and multiplication 
defined by 
(G . H)(h) = G(h) H(A) for h E [0, co), 
(G a H)‘j’(Am) = i (l) Gck)(&J H+k$$,J. 
k-=0 
(ii) Functions on the spectrum of L frequently arise in the following way. 
Let U be a neighborhood of (A, ,..., AM} in C, and let IJJ be a function defined 
on [0, co) u U which is measurable on [0, UJ) and analytic on U. Then v 
determines a function G, on the spectrum of L by the formula 
G&9 = ~(4 (A E [O, =)>>, 
Go’ = (d’c&iAj)(X,) (O<j<%- 1,1 < m < M). 
We shall usually identify G, with v. (F or example, for each x > 0 we shall 
regard w(x, .) as a function on the spectrum of L.) Note that the correspondence 
P -+ G, is an algebra homomorphism, where multiplication of v’s is defined 
pointwise. 
(iii) Suppose f E L2(0, a). The L-Fourier transform of f is the function wf 
on the spectrum of L defined by 
wf = 1.;;5. J-oi@) w(x, .) dx on [O, m), 
(wf)‘j’(AJ = [= f (x) ClJyx, A,) dx (0 <j<a,- l,l<m<M). 
(The indicated 1.i.m. exists by comparison with the ordinary Fourier transform. 
We shall say more about this later.) 
(iv) Let VI ,..., U, be disjoint open discs in C\[O, co) centered respectively 
at h 1 ,.a-, x M . For X = s2 E U,, , Im s > 0, we define 
B(h) = 0 - hnPY(O, 4 
(am - l)! A(s) (0 f a) 
(A - h,)“~(QJlax)(o, s) z 
(am - l)! A(s) 
(e = co). 
B is thus an analytic function on the union of the Urn’s (with removable sin- 
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gularities at h, ,..., AM). We also set B(h) = 0 for h E [0, co), and we regard 
B as a function on the spectrum of L. 
(v) We denote by 9 the set of all functions on the spectrum of L such that 
and by X the set of all f E L2(0, co) such that wf~ 5. 
The formal expansion formula for a function f eL2(0, CO) in terms of the 
eigenfunctions (and principal functions) of L is the following: 
.Qx) = 1 I, p s2wf(s2) w(x* s2) ds + c” [B . wf . w(x, .)]&A(~,). A(s) J-s) (2.9) VI=1 
This formula is due to Naimark [8] in the case when there are no spectral 
singularities. (A simpler derivation is sketched in [7].) If there are spectral 
singularities, we have the following theorem of Ljance [4, 61: 
PROPOSITION 2. (a) X is dense in L2(0, co). 
(b) If f E X, the integral in (2.9) converges as an improper integral in the 
L2 norm. 
(c) With this understanding, formula (2.9) is valid for f E X. 
(d) The L-Fourier transform f + wf is a bijection from X to 9. 
If f E X, let us denote by Tf (x) th e integral in (2.9). T is thus a linear map 
from X to L2(0, co). Our final objective in this section is to express T in a 
more tractable form. (In the course of our calculations we shall rederive part (b) 
of Proposition 2.) First, since the integrand in (2.9) is an even function of s, 
we can extend the integration from -co to co: 
Tf = 1.i.m. r J’ S2,f(“) w(‘, s2) ds. 
t+m 7r -f 44 4--s) 
(2.10) 
Next, we introduce some more definitions, continuing the list begun above. 
(vi) Let J be the operator on L2(R) defined by Jg(s) = g(-s). 
(vii) Let V: L2(0, co) -+ L2(R) be the natural injection map which extends 
a function to be zero on (-co, 0). Its adjoint V* is then the natural restriction 
map from L2(R) to L2(0, co). 
(viii) Let F denote the ordinary Fourier transform on L2(R): 
g(x) exp[ix(*)] dx. 
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By the Plancherel theorem, the adjoint and inverse of 9 are given by 
(ix) If v: R -+ C is a measurable function, let p(S) denote the (possibly 
unbounded) operator on L2(R) defined by (p(S)g)(s) = v(s)g(s). (The domain 
of v(S) is the set of all g EL*(R) such that vg gL2(R). If 9 is bounded, // v(S)I/ = 
)/ q IJcF .) We note that Iv(S) = 9(-S) J. 
(x) Following Ljance [4], we introduce the operators K and K’ defined by 
Kf(t) = 6 4x, 9 f(x) dx, K’f(x) = j--= k(x, t)f(t) dt, 
2 
where k is the kernel in Proposition 1. K and K’ are Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
onL2(0, co), since 
Ik(x,t)~2dtdx~fe2T(o)~m~m (“) (“) 
0 0 
CT T D T dt dx < e27(ob(0)2 < co. 
A similar calculation shows that K and K’ are bounded on L1(O, “o) and 
L=(O, co). 
In view of (2.1), for allfELl(0, co) r\L2(0, Co), 
s -f(x) y(x, -) dx = SW(I + K)f, n (2.11) 
while for all g ELI(R) n L2(R), 
r a g(s) y(., s) ds = (I + K’) V*cFg. --cc (2.12) 
Since the operators on the right are bounded on L”, (2.11) and (2.12) remain 
valid for all fcL2(0, co), g ELM p rovided the integrals are interpreted as 
L2-convergent improper integrals. 
Now, by (2.8) and (2.11) we see that for anyfEL2(0, CO), 
swf(s2) - = =! [+p s - 9*] V(Z + K)f(s), 
A(s) 21 
(2.13) 
so the condition f E X means precisely that the function 9V(Z + K)f is in 
the domain of the operator 4(--S) A4(S)-1. An application of the operator J 
shows that this is equivalent to the condition that 9*V(Z + K)f be in the 
domain of the operator -4(S) A(--S)-l. 
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Moreover, 
s”wf(s”) w(x, s2) 
4s) N-4 
= - $ [Y(X, 4 - & y(x, -s)] [q$2F - 9*] V(I + K)f(s) 
= &(x, s) [2F* - $g 9q V(I + K)f(s) 
+ $4 -4 [9 - & 9*] w + K)f(s). 
Thus if f E X, the functions multiplying y(~, S) and y(~, -s) in this last expres- 
sion are in La(R). Integrating in s and applying (2.10) and (2.12), we see that 
Tf = (4r)-l{(I + K’) V*9[9-* - J--S) A(S)-IcFj V(I + K) 
+ (I + K’) v*2F*pF - A(S) -4(-s)-l.97*] V(I + K)}f. 
But 
F-*[F - A(S) A(-S)-191 = P*J[JF - J‘4(S) A(-&s-19*1 
= P-p* - A(-L‘s) A(S)-191 
and .gS* = 2rrI. We have therefore proved: 
PROPOSITION 3. For any fE X, 
Tf = (I + K’) V*[I - (27r)-‘FA(-S) A(S)-1F] V(I + K)f. 
3. REMARKS ON ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
In this section we present some lemmas that will be used later. First, recall 
that the Hardy space H2 is the set of all analytic functions q on the upper 
half plane which satisfy 
Of crucial importance to us is the following well-known characterization of H2 
due to Paley and Wiener [9, p. 81: 
PROPOSITION 4. If f gL2(0, co), set 
q+(s) = Lrn f (x) eiz8 dx (Ims > 0). 
Then Hz = {q+: f EL2(0, co)}. 
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It follows easily from the Plancherel theorem that the correspondence f - vr 
is a unitary isomorphism of L2(0, co) and Hz, and that vr(. + iq) converges 
in L*(R) as 7 + 0 to Rrrf (’ m the terminology of Section 2). Moreover, ~JQ 
can be recovered from 9T'f by the Cauchy integral formula. Hence we may, 
and shall, identify Hz with the set of functions in L2(R) whose inverse Fourier 
transforms vanish on (-co, 0). 
Next, we denote by Jlrr, the space of bounded analytic functions on the 
upper half plane which extend analytically to a neighborhood of the real axis. 
If * E Am, we set 
(The two norms are equal by the maximum modulus principle.) Notice that 
if v E H* and #E AC, then P’# E H* and II v# II2 < II v II2 II # IL . 
Recall that t, ,..., t, are the zeros of A(s) on R\(O) and pr ,..., /3,,, are their 
orders. Let r = (xf”Pn) - 1, and let W be the space of rational functions 
on C of the form R(s) = P(s)/(s + i)r w h ere P is a polynomial of degree <cr. 
Note that W C A%. 
PROPOSITION 5. For any complex numbers c,j (0 < j < /I,, - 1, 1 < n < N) 
there is a unique R E W such that R(j)(t,) = c,i for all j, n. 
Proof. Suppose R E B satisfies R”)(t,) = 0 for 0 < j < Pn - 1, 1 ,< 
n < IV. If P(s) = R(s)(s + i)‘, it follows easily that P has a zero of order pIL 
at t, , 1 < n < A-. Since P is a polynomial of degree <r, this is impossible 
unless P = 0, and hence R = 0. Thus the map R ---f (R’j)(t,J) from W to 
Cr+r is injective. Since dim W = Y + 1, it is also surjective. 
4. THE EXPANSION THEOREM AND PARSEVAL FORMULA 
We are now ready to modify formula (2.9) so that it holds for all f ELz(O, co). 
We define an approximating familJ1 for L to be a collection of functions 
{v.: 0 < E < l} in H* n ,4” with the following properties: 
(4 II vE Ilm < 1 for all c. 
(b) vE(s) vanishes to order ,Bn at s = t, for n = I,..., N. 
(cl lim,+, v.s (s) = 1 for almost every s E R. 
Approximating families for L exist in great abundance. Here is a simple example: 
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Given an approximating family {vC} for L, for s E R we set 
w,(x, s2) = q%(s) 4-s) AX? $1 - 4-S) 44 Ax, -4 
-2is 
Note that the expression on the right is an even function of s, so it is correct 
to call it a function of 9. w<(., 9) is a solution of the equation If = s*f and 
satisfies 
2 (0, 9) - eco,(o, 9) = [ds) - d-41 44 d-4 
-2is 
Since v, cannot be even (there are no nonconstant even functions in A%), 
w,( ., s*) almost never satisfies (1.2). Th is will not bother us in the least. 
Finally, if f EL*(O, co), we define the function qf on [0, co) by 
cl&f = l.j+m. s,’ f (x) w,(x, .) dx. 
(The existence of the limit follows in the same way as for wf; cf. (2.1 I).) 
THEomnl 1. If f EL*@, co), set 
Qf(x) = $ [B . wf . w(x, ~)]‘“m-“(X,). 
77l=l 
The integral defining T, f (x) converges absolutely. Moreover, TEf E L*(O, 00) and 
f = Q f + 1.i;~ TEf. (4.1) 
Proof. We repeat the calculations leading up to Proposition 3 with wf 
replaced by w,f. We find that, in the first place, 
S%J,f (9) w(x, 9) __ = &x, s) [9* - ve(sgy F] V(I + K)f(s) 
A(s) J-s) 
+ ; y(x, -s) [F - ‘$s);(‘) 9=*] V(1 + K)f(s), (4.2) 
and in the second place, 
T, = (I + K’) V*[F-1v,(S)9 - (2r)-’ cFA(--s) A(S)-1 vE(S)Fj V(I + K). 
(4.3) 
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By (2.5) we have liml,l,, / A(--s)/A(s)l = 1, so from the properties of P)E 
it follows that ~Js) A(--s)/A(s) is bounded and square-integrable on R. By 
the Schwarz inequality, then, the function (4.2) is absolutely integrable in s, 
and from (4.3) it is clear that T, is a bounded operator on L2(0, co). Moreover, 
since pF -+ 1 a.e. as E + 0 and 11 P)~ Il.=, < 1, the Lebesgue dominated con- 
vergence theorem implies that for all f E X, T,f + Tf in the L2 norm as E -+ 0. 
By Proposition 2, then, formula (4.1) is valid for all f E X. We shall show that 
the operators T, are uniformly bounded and converge strongly on L2(0, a) 
as E - 0. Since X is dense in L2(0, co), a simple limiting argument then 
establishes the validity of (4.1) for all f E L2(0, co). 
The first term on the right of (4.3) is clearly bounded uniformly in c and 
converges strongly as E + 0 to 
(I + K’) v*9-12w(I + K) = (I + K’)(I + K). 
To handle the second term, for n = l,..., N let P,( l/(s - tn)) be the singular 
part of the Laurent expansion of the function A(--s)/A(s) about s = t, , P, 
being a polynomial of degree /3, , and set 
yqs) = f P,( li(s - tn)). 
T&=1 
Then 9 is bounded near cc and analytic except for poles at t, ,..., tN . It follows 
that A(--s)/A(s) - #(s) is bounded on R, and also that 4~~ E Am. Now rewrite 
the second term on the right of (4.3) as 
-(27ry{(I+ K’) v*97[,4(--s) A(S)-1 - t&s)] q&(S) 9v(I + K) 
+ (If K’) v*~$qs) v,(S) gq’(I + K)l. (4.4) 
The first term of (4.4) clearly is bounded uniformly in E and converges strongly 
to the corresponding expression with v,(S) replaced by I. As for the second 
term, observe the following. Given f EL2(0, co), set g = V(I + K)f. Since 
g vanishes on (-co, 0), we have Fg E Hz, and since I+$~ E Am, also 
#(S) &S) 9g E H2. But the inverse Fourier transform of an H2 function 
vanishes on (-co, 0), so the direct Fourier transform of an H2 function vanishes 
on (0, 00) and hence is annihilated by I /*. In short, the second term of (4.4), 
which appears to blow up as E -+ 0, is zero! This completes the proof. 
Our next result is the “Parseval formula” associated to the expansion (4.1). 
THEOREM 2. For any f, g E L2(0, co), 
s 
m f (x) g(x) dx = iii $ Lrn s2;;;z($a) ds + c” [B . wf . cog](dW-l)(hm). 
0 m=1 
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(By symmetry, the same result holds with w,f, wg replaced respectively by wf, 
wsg in the integral.) 
Proof. As before, extend the interval of integration to (--CO, 00): 
2 m Oc - 
s 
s2%f (s2) w&2) ds = 1. 
%- 0 4) 4-4 s r --D 
%f b2) . ;;r; &. 
4) S 
Use formula (2.13) and its analogue with w replaced by wE to rewrite the 
integrand on the right. Then use the fact that the operators K’ and V* are 
the real transposes of K and V, respectively, while F is its own real transpose. 
(That is, 
j-= (Ku)(x) V(X) dx = s= u(x)(K’o)(x) dx 
0 0 
for all u, et ~Ls(0, co), and similarly for V and 9.) These considerations quickly 
lead to the equation 
= “%f (s2) wg(s2) ds = .cc 
44 a-4 J 
(T f )@a) g(x) & 
l 
0 
Likewise, it follows that 
fl P . wf. wgl (“n-lfM = La (Bf )W g(x) dx. 
The desired result is now immediate from (4.1). 
Remark. If either f or g lies in X, one may take the limit under the integral 
in (4.2) and obtain 
lm f (x) g(x) dx = ; t5 ‘;;;;;;Is’) ds + iI [B . wf . wg](am-l)(Xm). 
This formula is due to Naimark [8] under the assumption that there are no 
spectral singularities, and no Ljance [4, 61 in the general case with f E X or 
g E x. 
5. FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS 
IfO<6<+min{lt,-tt,I:1<n,k<N),wedenoteby@,thesetof 
all functions on the spectrum of L which are bounded on [0, co) and pn times 
continuously differentiable on {s*: 1 s - t, j < 6) for 1 < rr < N. 
m/37/2-6 
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If GE @a we define 
II G II(S) = max 
@, is clearly a subalgebra of the algebra of all functions on the spectrum of L, 
and the norm 11 . /I(s) makes it into a Banach algebra. Also Q6 C Ds, for 6 > S’, 
and the inclusion maps are continuous. 
Let @ = &a a6 . We put on @ the inductive limit topology (see, e.g., [3]), 
which makes Q, into a complete locally convex topological algebra. Our main 
result is then the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. (a) Suppose GE @ and {P)E) is an approximating family for L. 
For any f EL*(O, co) and E > 0 the integral 
G(L),f(x) = f Joa szG(s~;;f~$@’ s’) ds 
converges absolutely and defines a function in L*(O, co). Moreover, I.i.m.,,, G(L)f 
exists. 
(b) For GE @ and f E L*(O, co), set 
G(L)f = l.i;&r. G(L)f + 5 [B * G * wf . w(*, #a”l’(Am). 
Wl=l 
Then G(L) is a bounded operator on L*(O, co) and is independent of the choice 
of approximating family (q+} for L. 
(c) The correspondence G --f G(L) is a continuous algebra homomorphism 
from @ to the algebra of bounded linear operators on L2(0, co) (with the norm 
topology). 
(d) If z is in the resolve& set of L, de$ne G,(h) = l/(h - a) for h E C\{z> 
and consider G, as a function on the spectrum of L. Then G, E CD and G,(L) = 
(L - q-1. 
Proof. The proof of part (a) is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1. 
We showed there that for any f EL*(O, cc) the function 
S%lf (3) w(x, 3) 
A(s) A(-s) 
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is integrable in s; the same is thus true of the integrand in the definition of 
G(L)Ff(x), since G is bounded. As before, we next compute that 
G(L), = (I + K’) V*C~-~~~(S) G(S2) Slr(l + K) 
- (27r-l(I + K’) V*cF~4(--s) A(S)-l vE(S) G(S2) cFV(I + K). (5.1) 
Thus G(L), is a bounded operator. The first term on the right of (5.1) converges 
strongly as E --f 0 to 
(I + K’) V*F=G(S2) cFV(I + K). (5.2) 
To handle the second term, we use Proposition 5. Let R, be the unique element 
of 9 satisfying 
and set H,(s) = G(s2) - R,(s). Then HG and RG are bounded on R, and 
HG has a zero of order fin at t, , II = l,..., IV. Also, let $(s) be the singular 
part of 8(-s)/A(s) as in the proof of Theorem 1. Write 
/l--S) A(S)-l cp&S) G(F) 
= [4-S) 4W - #(Sll v@) G(S2) + 1cl(S) v,(S) H&3 + WI PAS) R&3 
and substitute this into the second term in (5.1). Since R, E AX, the term 
in the resulting expression involving RG(S) vanishes, by the same argument 
as in the proof of Theorem 1. It follows easily that the second term in (5.1) 
converges strongly as E -+ 0 to 
-(2+(1+ I-C’) V*F[(A(-S) A(S)-l -#(S)] G(S) + 4(S) H,(S)] FV(I + K). 
(5.3) 
Thus G(L), converges strongly to the sum of (5.2) and (5.3), which is independent 
of the choice of the approximating family (P)~}. It is also bounded; more precisely, 
there is a constant C > 0, independent of G, such that 
(5.4) 
This proves (a) and (b). 
As for (c), the correspondence G -+ G(L) is obviously linear. By the definition 
of inductive limit topology, the continuity of this map on @ is equivalent to 
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the continuity of its restriction to each of the subspaces Qs. In view of (5.4). 
to establish this we need only show that for each 8 > 0 there is a constant 
C(6) > 0 such that for all GE Ds , 
First, since by Proposition 5 the map R -+ (R(j)(t%)) is an isomorphism from 
93 to CCan, and since all seminorms on the finite-dimensional space W are 
continuous, there exists C, > 0 such that 
sup I @%)I < C, 
--s<r<m 
for 0 < k < max@r ,..., pN}. By the definition of R, , then, 
sup I &%)I < C, II G II(s) (0 < k < max{A ,..., &}). 
--m<s<m 
Since HG(s) = G(3) - R,(s), it follows that for some C, > C, , 
ess sup I HG(s)I + i k !- sup I K!‘(s)l d C, II G Ihs) . 
--cc<r< r n=l j=1 j! ~,Is~ 
Now, by Taylor’s theorem, since H, vanishes to order pn at t, we have 
I &i(s)I 1 
I,?&TT G (j + l)! I~-~,Is~ 
sup I @+1t41 < C2 II G l/m 
for j = 0,...,/3, - 1, and trivially 
ess sup I HG(S)’ 
lr-t,1>6 I s - 43 I3 
< ;s”-“~sII; S-j 1 H&)1 < S-T, (/ G lj16, . 
n 
But #(s) is a linear combination of the quantities (s - t&i with 0 < j < p, - 1, 
1 ,< n < N, so these estimates immediately imply (5.5). 
It remains to show that the correspondence G + G(L) is multiplicative. 
Suppose GE @ and f E X. It is easily verified that one may dispense with the 
approximating family in the definition of G(L)f and obtain 
2 
G(L)f = l.j;L. - I 
f s2G(s2) uf(s”) w(-, s2) ds 
7T 0 44 Al-4 
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From Proposition 2(d) it follows that GEE X and w(G(L)f) = G * wf. 
Therefore, for any G, , G, E @ and f E X we have 
4% . ‘W)f) = G . G, . wf = 6 * 4W)f) = 4%(L) G(L)f), 
and hence, by Proposition 2(c), (Gi . G,)(L)f = G,(L) G,(L)f. Since X is 
dense in L”(0, co), (G1 . G,)(L) = G,(L) G,(L). 
Finally, we prove (d). If x is in the resolvent set of L and G,(X) = l/(h - z), 
obviously G, E @. Suppose f E X, and set g = (L - xI)-lf. Then g is in the 
domain of L and (L - zl)g = f, so a simple integration by parts shows that 
wf (h) = (X - z) wg(h) for h E [0, co) and (wf)(j)(h,) = [((.) - z) . wg](j)(X,). 
In particular, wg(h) = wf (X)/(h - z) for X E [0, co), so as in the preceding 
paragraph we see that g E X and wg = w(G,(L) f ), and hence g = G,(L)f. Since 
X is dense in L’(0, co), G,(L) = (L - z1)-l. This completes the proof. 
Remark. In the definition of 0, the condition that G be of class Csn near 
t,, can actually be replaced by the condition that G be of class @n-l near t, 
and that G@n-l) satisfy a Lipschitz condition there, and the term 
sup 
Is--t,lS6 
I($)“” [W’)l ) 
in the definition of /I G IIts) can be replaced by the best Lipschitz constant 
for G’B*-i)(s”) on the interval 1 s - t, 1 < S. Theorem 3 remains true, with 
essentially the same proof, for this wider class of functions. However, under 
any weaker smoothness assumptions on G, G(L)f is likely not to converge 
as E + 0 for arbitrary f EL*(O, co). (E. M. Stein has pointed out that a slight 
further improvement is possible. Details will appear in the author’s forthcoming 
paper, “Spectral Analysis of a Nonself-Adjoint Differential Operator.“) 
The arguments in the proof of Theorem 3 also yield without difficulty the 
following result: 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose {Gr}T is a bounded sequence in Q6 for some S > 0 
which converges to G E a6 in the following sense: 
(a) Gk -+ G pointwise almost everywhere on [0, co); 
(b) GF) + G(j) uniformly on{s2:Is-ttnI<S}forO<j<~rs, l< 
n<N; 
(c) Gjj’(A,) + G(j)(h,) for 0 < X < CX, - 1, 1 < m < M. 
Then G/,(L) - G(L) strongly. 
Our final remarks concern the spectral projections associated to L. Let 9 
be the class of all Bore1 sets in C whose closures contain none of the spectral 
singularities t12,..., tN *. If d E 9, we regard its characteristic function xd as a 
function on the spectrum of L, with the convention that &)(h,) = 0 for j > 1. 
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Clearly hA: A E 9> C @, so we have a mapping P from 9 to the bounded 
operators on L*(O, CO) given by P(d) = x&). The following proposition is 
then a straightforward consequence of Theorems 1 and 3 and Proposition 6. 
It is not new (cf. Ljance [4] and Dunford and Schwartz [2]), so we omit the 
details. 
PROPOSITION 7. P is a generalized spectral measure, and L is a generalized 
spectral operator, in the sense of Lj*ance [4]. If the set of spectral singularities is 
empty, then P is a spectral measure and L is a spectral operator. 
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